This article investigates how two Middle Eastern Christian churches in Denmark are constructed as particular sensorial spaces that invite attendees to participate in and identify with specific times and spaces. As with other Christian groups, rituals of the Sunday mass constitute a highlight of the activities that confirm the congregations' faith and community, but for members of a minority faith, these rituals also serve other functions related to identification and belonging. We argue that in various ways, the ritual forms a performative space for memory and belonging which, through bodily practices and engagement with the materialities of the church rooms, creates a memory that reconnects the practitioners with places elsewhere. More specifically, we argue that the Sunday ritual facilitates the connection with God and the eternal, a place and time with fellow believers, and a relocation to remember and re-enter a pre-migration past and 'homeland'.
Introduction
It is a sunny Saturday morning in May 2014, and a large group of Assyrians, members of the Mar Mari congregation, are gathered in the entrance hall of Helligåndskirken, waiting for service to begin. The door into the church hall is closed, and a middle-aged male member of the congregation explains to us that their priest is preparing the church hall for the upcoming service. More members join, warmly greeting or hugging each other, and shortly after, the priest opens the door and everybody enters the church. The priest and his three deacons have changed the altar of the modern, minimalistic Danish Lutheran church built in the 1980s to serve the rituals of the Assyrian Church of the East. For instance the altar and kneeler have been moved apart to make space for the three deacons and the holy relics, and there is now a table between the altar and the pews to separate it from the congregation. Before the transformation, light blue colours and pale beech wood dominated the church hall. Now, the pulpit and tables are covered with embroidered cloths in red and white colours, and the priest is standing on a Persian carpet behind a music stand that holds a bible and two large golden candlesticks. The priest wears a white robe with golden embroidery, and the deacons are dressed in identical colours. Behind them, we notice the home-baked host and the incense stand.
The ritual practices of the Mar Mari congregation's bi-weekly service are a mixture of keeping up tradition and adapting to a new setting. Ritual persons, objects and actions resemble the church traditions from Iraq as much as possible. For this reason, the clergy puts a lot of effort into transforming church halls into spaces suitable for specific ritual practices and cultural identifications (cf. Fortier 1999, 44ff) . In Denmark, Middle Eastern congregations are relatively small and only a few have their own church buildings. The first Christian migrants from the Middle East settled in Denmark at the beginning of the 1970s, and since then denominations such as the Coptic Orthodox Church, the Assyrian Church of the East, the Ancient Assyrian Church, the Syriac Orthodox Church and the Chaldean Catholic Church have struggled to set up congregations and get access to their own churches (Galal and Sparre 2014) .
While the religious life of immigrants has been a key issue for migration research in a European context, Peter Kivisto argues that the secularism and state religion models of European countries have led to an approach where immigrant religion is addressed most of all as a challenge to these models. Islam and Muslims have often been the focus in studies of perceived problematic encounters between immigrant religion and the European secular model (Kivisto 2014) . When it comes to studies of religious rituals among immigrants, focus is also on non-Christian religions, often with a specific interest in dramatic and public rituals such as ashura, burial practices, circumcision, halal slaughtering and the use of hijab (cf. Fischer and 2015; Lövheim and Axner 2011; Schmidt 2007 ) all of which have come to illustrate the allegedly religious encounter with secular rules. Again, the dominant focus is on Islam. As argued by Cannell (2006) , Christianity has been a marginalised or subordinate topic in anthropology and, added to the lack of interest from European migrant scholars, immigrants' Christianity still holds a marginal position in current research. This is even more significant when it comes to Middle Eastern Christianity. The result of this dearth is not only lack of knowledge about Christian immigrants and how, as Christians, they encounter, relocate and renegotiate their religious identity in a European Christian context; it is also lack of understanding of what may appear as conventional, routinised and familiar rituals, such as church services, and their role in reconfigurations of religious identity and institutions as a result of immigration.
In the stories told by Middle Eastern Christians about their settling in Denmark, the role of the congregation and church attendance becomes significant for 'feeling at home' in Denmark (see also . The church offers the possibility to meet God, fellow Christians, and compatriots. It also offers a place for introducing the children to the religious traditions of the parents. Some of the questions this paper tries to answer are: How does the church, as a place for such encounters, come into being? What role does the relocation of Christians from the Middle East to Denmark play? And how is ritual a bridge and a barrier to enter this place? By asking these questions we want to examine how the church is created as a ritual space, and how addressing the senses invites the attendees to participate in and identify with particular times and places.
In other words, based on the examination of ritual practices of church services in two Middle Eastern congregations in Denmark -St Mary and St Markus Coptic Orthodox Church west of Copenhagen, and Mar Mari Assyrian Church of the East congregation in Aarhus -we argue that, in various ways, the ritual forms a performative space for memory and belonging which, through bodily practices and engagement with the materialities of the church rooms, creates a memory that reconnects the practitioner with places elsewhere. At the same time, some community members, in particular across generations, contest the church services as rituals, and the question is then how this contestation influences the reconfigurations of religious and transnational belonging among Christians with a Middle Eastern background. The article proceeds by presenting our theoretical framework, followed by a short introduction to the Middle Eastern churches and communities in Denmark. Based on the analysis, we next argue that the Middle Eastern churches are constructed as particular sensorial spaces that can be analysed as, firstly, a place for the encounter with God, or spirituality; secondly, a place for the encounter with fellow believers; and thirdly, a place for the encounter with the 'homeland'. 
The study of Christian immigrants and Sunday rituals
In his book Religion and Immigration Peter Kivisto argues that studies of religion and immigration generally have the overall objective of examining how immigration may lead to reconfigurations of religious identity and institutions, or as he phrases it: how 'being an immigrant means being prepared to be transformed' (Kivisto 2014, 38) . This article falls within this overall interest. However, more specifically we want to add to this discussion by looking at sensorial practices and church rituals as place-making. Hence, we subscribe to a phenomenological approach in our attempt to take seriously the ritual experience and not reduce it to a derived aspect of or secondary phenomenon to ethnic belonging, which seems to be the case in many studies of immigrant religion (Kivisto 2014; Ruane and Todd 2010) .
Another tendency is to use studies of rituals to explain dynamics of social relations and structures (Durkheim 1965; Geertz 1973 ). While we do not ignore its social side, we equally do not want to ignore the inherent material, bodily and sensorial elements of the ritual as an aspect of the religious experience. Therefore, we suggest exploring the ritual practices from a practice-oriented (Bell 1992) and phenomenological approach as place-making (Cresswell 2002 ) through sensory communication (Leistle 2006; Pink 2009 ).
Inspired by Catherine Bell (1992) , we understand ritual practice as a way of acting that 'specifically establishes a privileged contrast, differentiating itself as more important and powerful' compared to other activities or ways of acting within a particular cultural context (90). Through spatial and temporal practices ritualisation creates a space or an environment organised through specific schemes of order, and subjects gain access and contribute to the production of this space mainly through bodily and practical engagement (cf. Bell 1992 ). Yet, whereas Bell's overall interest is in how ritualised action is a strategy for the negotiation of power relations in a society, our focus is on participants' subjective experiences of the ritual spaces through their bodies and senses, and how the church as a place comes into being through such experiences. (Halbwach [1952 (Halbwach [ ] 1992 . Furthermore, localities are constructed as holy -e.g. places where Jesus is believed to have been -and they function as places for reviving and reconstructing memory (199) (200) . In the orthodox churches, the holy shrines of saints and martyrs for example serve this function (Galal 2012 Fortier 1999) . In this process, past and present merge in a common ritual time and remembrance, and the ritual appears as a unique opportunity for participants to become part of a particular social community (Kristensen 2007, 68-70) , to 're-member' it (Fortier 1999 anew" (Mannheim 1964, 293) and start reformulating the religious and cultural traditions of their parents' generation through the lens of their contemporary experiences of growing up in Denmark, and in doing so, some -but not all -create their "own hierarchy of values and ideals" (Wohl 1979, 217) when it comes to the meaning for the church rituals.
Looking through the conversations with the interviewees, the Sunday visit stands out as 
Middle Eastern Christians and their establishment in Denmark
In Denmark, the majority of Middle Eastern Christians have their origin in Iraq.
Approximately 3,500 Christians are of Iraqi origin, while 500-600 have origin in Egypt. Focusing on three aspects of the Sunday ritual -connecting with God, connecting with the community, and connecting with the 'homeland' -it is this significance of the ritual space we explore below.
Church rituals as sensory experiences
Participating in the service of the Assyrian Church is a feast for all the senses, with its profusion of colours, smells, tastes, sounds and touches. The same is true of the Sunday service of the Coptic Orthodox Church in Taastrup. The building used to be a Catholic church, and a lot of effort and money has been put into changing its interior and decorations.
The altar was moved from the west to the east end, and the whole interior was replaced with specially made and imported Egyptian furniture, including doors, pews and iconostases made out of wood and decorated in the same style as Coptic churches in Egypt. Like in other orthodox churches, the altar, or sanctuary, is fully shielded from the congregation by the iconostasis decorated with carvings and icons, and its entrances are covered with white cloths decorated with icons. Large icons painted in strong colours and gold decorate the inside walls, and opposite the altar there is a stand to light candles matching the rest of the interior and with a large icon of the Virgin Mary and the Jesus child.
Once everyone has found a place on one of the not very comfortable pews, the service starts its three-hour flow of readings, prayers and chanting in Arabic and Coptic. Having to stand during a huge part of the service, the body literally feels the length while the singing and chanting accompanied by triangles and cymbals strengthen the bodily feeling of exhaustion mixed with elevation. Not surprisingly, the highlight is the sacrament of the communion. This is followed shortly after by the priest going around the church blessing the congregation by sprinkling holy water on them. After the service is formally finished, the priest shares out bread to everyone who queues to receive his greetings and a piece of the bread (al-qurbaan). 6 Receiving the holy water and al-qurbaan means receiving a share of God's blessings (baraka). Not only the believers and children present strive to get their share, as described by Nora Stene Preston in her account of the ritual in a Coptic church in London (Preston 2004, 199) ; also, one of the ethnographers noticed during her visit that she, after many years of attending Coptic churches in Egypt as part of research, had embodied the same aspiration; she wanted her share before leaving. As argued by Bell, ritual practice 'acts to restructure bodies in the very doing of the acts itself' (Bell 1992, 100) .
A key aspect of these embodied and sensorial elements is the spiritual role they play in letting church attendants connect with the sacred and thus with the eternal. In general, this is not understood symbolically, but literally, as argued by the priest of the Assyrian Church of the East when talking about the communion: 'There has to be supper and wine. And the wine is considered as Jesus' blood, and the supper is Jesus' body -I mean literally, because you believe that it is changed due to the Holy Spirit.' Rather than talking about God, the Middle Eastern Christians seem to talk about sensations and perceptions when they are explaining the meaning of the rituals. Ritual becomes, as Leistle argues, a pre-objective experiential atmosphere in which the 'participants are "scaling" or "tuning" on a level of experience implied by the sensory structures' and thus constituting the actual meaning (Leistle 2006, 49) .
The sensorial practices, such as music, become ways of constituting and inhabiting the ritual (50) and thus the connection to something godly or sacred. In addition, the ecclesiastical Coptic music is spiritual and considered the language of the soul to praise God. Not following 'musical notes nor dedicated rhythm, it translates the pulses of the spirit', as argued on a website about Coptic Cairo. 7 Knowing the songs therefore also gives you an entry point to the church, says Michael, a Coptic man in his 40s who came to Denmark when he was in his early 20s:
Already when I was 14, I don't know how you say it in Danish, I was a deacon and I loved these Coptic songs. Thus, I know pretty many of them, and this is maybe why I am known in these Coptic churches -only because I know these difficult songs.
The communion and the Coptic music exemplify the role of the ritual connecting the congregation with the time of Jesus and the early church (cf. Halbwach ([1952 Halbwach ([ ] 1992 .
According to Michael, the bodily experience is even more manifest when it comes to the holy feasts:
I mean, the ritual that affects me the most is the week before Easter, because it succeeds in moving me spiritually, being inside the event, and the meaning to me, where I can shut off from the physical world and live in this momentum. This ritual plays an important role, because the tone during these ceremonies … is such a little more sad tone. There are relatively many significant words, quite a few, and a lot of texts are read. The church is in black, and then one also spends more time there, and this actually means that one get into another state than the state you live in.
It is noteworthy that he explains his experiences in sensorial language. He refers to the tone and the feelings rather than the message (cf. A similar sensorial encouragement was given upon a visit to an Assyrian family. When talking about the church service, the father of the family suggested that we should smell the incense used in the church. He went out in the kitchen, prepared the incense, and brought it back in the living room to let us smell the smoke. According to Leistle, smelling produces a sense of closeness as 'something impending announces its coming ' (2006, 60) . Or, in a broader meaning, as Hsu argues: '[r]itual arouses the senses and has a peculiar quality that awakens alertness ' (2008, 439) . One could argue that the rituals of the Sunday service call the congregants to be alert for another place and time than ordinary mundane life. It invites them to get closer to a 'virtual' reality (Leistle 2006, 54) -in this case God, the sacred, eternal life -and to Christianity. Thus, the church and its sensorial materialities create the stage for performing belonging to God and the Christian community, a performance that extends the presence in time as well as in space.
While telling the story of enjoying the atmosphere of the church, the music and silence, as a way to another place that put his busy and stressful life in perspective, Michael also admits that he visits the church less and less often due to his busy life. YouTube or meditation at home becomes his alternative way of keeping the spiritual aspects alive. Likewise, while the communion is important in the Coptic Church, it happens regularly that some people arrive just before communion, skipping the first two hours of the three-hour service, cutting off parts of the ritual. Particularly some of the younger community members negotiated the value of the church rituals as it was practiced by their parents and other first generation immigrants. For many younger members, born and/or raised in Denmark, the rituals at times represented a cultural tradition rather than a Christian faith; something that kept them at distance from God rather than connecting them. This leads us to explore the church service as not only a place for spiritual life, but also as a meaningful space for social or community life.
Time out of time with other Middle Eastern Christians
Apart from facilitating the connection with God and approaching the eternal through rituals such as taking communion and kissing the holy icons, the community churches offer space It means a lot to us. As I told you, church, Christianity and family are connected through love, because you share love with others when you meet with them in church. The church is the only place where all Assyrians can meet. We attend service, and when it ends, we go to have communal breakfast. It is cosy [hyggeligt] .
It is nice to be with each other, exchange news and information.
In comparison to the rather ceremonious atmosphere during the actual service or prayers, communal meals, despite the ritual setting, are more relaxed and homely, associated with family-like relations of mutual care and love and an atmosphere of cosiness and togetherness. Attendees sit close together in small groups, talk and listen, laugh, and occasionally touch each other's hands or shoulders. An Assyrian woman in her 40s living alone explained to us that attending these events made her 'very happy'. Another woman, Coptic Orthodox Anna in her 30s, noted 'we become more intimate when we eat together'.
As explored in the previous section, the sensorial elements of church rituals facilitate the individual experience of getting closer to God and the sacred. Yet in order to understand the multilayered role of the sensorial in church rituals more fully, it is necessary to include the sensorial experiences generated between people. Some social spaces are sensorially richer than others, because 'we sensorialise our world, especially through engaging in intense social activities' (Chau 2008, 490) . Particular rituals and performances make up forms of such condensed sociality, and as such, provide insight into kinds of sociality which are otherwise less explicit (Sjørslev 2007 ; see also Pedersen 2014) Parents' efforts to transmit ritual practices across generations, apart from reproducing cultural or religious traditions, are also attempts to include their children in a specific social and moral community in a local context (Pedersen 2011, 118) . As such, it could be argued that from the perspective of the parents and priests, services and communal lunches are seen as a way to purify the congregation, in particular its younger members, through strengthening their social relations and sense of belonging to the community, the church and the family in Denmark. During their early years in Denmark, Assyrians in particular had other places and occasions than the Sunday ritual to meet and to socialise their children into the traditions.
With time, these have become fewer, and presently it seems that the community church is the primary place for the encounter with fellow believers. However, if the ritual space of the church is in practice the only opportunity for Assyrians and Copts to relocate in time and space, how does this affect their sense of belonging as Middle Eastern Christians in Denmark? In order to answer this question, we need to explore how participants are invited to experience 'homeland' belonging and remembering in the ritual space of the churches.
Homeland remembering and (be)longing
Above, we focused first on the individual spiritual aspect and next on the social aspect of how the church is created as a ritual space, looking at how each invites the attendees to experience through their senses both a connection to the sacred, the eternal, and to a here-and-now time with other Middle Eastern Christians. However, the church ritual implies a third relocation in time and space, this one to the countries and churches left behind. Younan, an Assyrian man from Iraq in his 50s, puts it this way: I started [attending service] because I really missed my homeland. The only place to gather is in the church with the language and all, and service is here. I miss my homeland. So if you want religion, the church or whatever, or if you miss your homeland, then come to church. It is the best place to gather the community -not only for service but also to drink coffee and eat cookies after service. It is a feeling of love to those things.
As such, a third aspect of belonging concerns the presence of the 'homeland' in the ritual. For the Assyrian and Coptic Orthodox congregants, the process of remembering as a way of bringing the homeland into the ritual space draws on both positive and negative experiences, memories which 'add substance to the immediate, lived experience of the present' in the church (Fortier 1999, 46) . On the one hand, in many accounts of the premigration past, the community church is described as the place to practice faith as well as the place to feel the unity and togetherness with other Copts or Assyrians, as described in the previous section. Through participation in church rituals -performing the routinised bodily acts, listening to chanting in Aramaic or Coptic, and smelling the incense -participants are invited to re-experience being part of a Coptic or Assyrian community in their homeland. On the other hand, bringing in the homeland also implies re-entering pre-migration experiences of discrimination due to being a religious minority. Hanna recalls how her mother talked her and her siblings into attending service every Sunday by emphasising that the church was the only place for Assyrians to learn to read and write in the Assyrian/Aramaic language. 11 Fadi, a Coptic Orthodox man in his late 30s, remembers his experience of belonging to a minority in Egypt:
Living as a minority not having its full rights, so church it's not only a place where you are, like connected to, but it is a place where you feel you are accepted and you are free to do what you want.
Thus, in both Iraq and Egypt the church provided a kind of safe haven, a place in which
Christians could safely practice their religion and traditions, and where they were not subject to discrimination from the majority population. However, the personal history of one of the priests provides a narrative of the fragility of this haven, since the church in Iraq where he once served was attacked and burned to the ground. (Fortier 1999, 59 ).
This call to member the ritual space is, however, experienced differently internally in the congregations. As described above, many young members expressed pride in the church rituals and recognition of the importance of them, including the hymns in Aramaic or Coptic. 
Conclusion
In this article, we have explored how rather unnoticed ritual practices like weekly church services play an important role in the reconfigurations of religious identity and belonging among members of Middle Eastern churches in Denmark. Through these ritual practices, the church as a place offers sensorial experiences that in different ways relocate participants in time and space. First of all, the sight is nurtured by the interior of the church and clothes of the clergy; the sense of hearing by the chanting, music, and psalms; the taste by the wine and bread; the smell by the incense; and the sense of touch by the holy water. With the help of all the senses the believer relocates to another time and place and connects with the sacred and eternal. Secondly, the service and in particular the communal meal offers time to connect and socialise with other Middle Eastern Christians as well as time away from the challenges of both the ascribed and achieved identities of everyday life as immigrants. Thirdly, the church and its rituals become a time and space for remembering and re-entering a pre-migration past in Egypt or Iraq, including how it was to be a minority and how the church was a safe haven.
As such, participants simultaneously experience a belonging to God, fellow migrants and a more or less imagined (ethno)religious community in their country of origin. And temporally, their experiences of a presence, 'a time out of time' with fellow community members in the church offer a sensorial bridge both to re-membering (Fortier 1999 ) their collective past and to aspiring for eternal life and salvation.
The efforts made to create such connections between the past of the church, the presence of the congregation, and the future of the community are mainly communicated and given meaning by the members in a sensorial language and practice. Rather than talking about God, it is about experiencing the sacred, the social body and the lenticular reality. Not talking much about God makes it possible to connect emotionally to all three times and places within the same ritual practice. Thus, the Sunday service as ritual place-making is inclusive, embracing participants who may have different purposes for attending. This inclusiveness may, however, also become a challenge to the churches, when members and in particular younger generations instead of subscribing to the convergence of ethnic and faith identities, uncouple these to create their own forms of religious times and places.
11 See https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/dimecce/. 2 This article is based on data from 26 individual qualitative interviews and five focus group interviews, of which two included some Chaldeans. 3 We use the term 'homeland' to stress the feeling of belonging to the country of origin without ignoring that immigrants and their descendants may at the same time also have feelings for -in this case -Denmark as a homeland. To stress the relativity of the term, we use the inverted commas. Another reason for using the term is that the interviewees make use of it to connote their relationship with their country of origin. 4 See also our elaboration of the meaning of religious place-making in a recently published article . 5 In general, all figures concerning Middle Eastern Christians in Denmark are uncertain. They are based on estimates by the congregations themselves as well as by Danish ecumenical actors as there are no official statistics available. 6 For the communion, only one loaf of bread is sanctified, while the rest is shared with the entire congregation after the service has finished (Preston 2004, 199) . 7 http://www.coptic-cairo.com/culture/music/music.html (last accessed 30 August 2015). 8 During the ecclesiastical year the Coptic Orthodox Church and the Assyrian Church of the East have several periods of fasting from animal products. 9 Assyrian is a term used by community members for the dialects of Neo-Aramaic which they speak. 10 We were presented with these concepts and ideas in the paper 'The Diasporic Condition' given by Ghassan Hage at the conference 'Middle Eastern Christians in Diaspora: Past and Present, Continuity and Change' at University of St Andrews, Scotland, 26 th to 27 th May 2015. 11 In Iraq before 2003, minority languages like Assyrian Neo-Aramaic could only be practiced and taught in churches and private homes. While these languages are now recognised in the Iraqi constitution as regional languages, recent attacks on Christians and other religious minorities bear witness to the practical reality that in certain areas languages other than Arabic can only safely be practiced in secrecy.
